
Prove Yourself

Look

If you had

One shot

Or one opportunity

To take down the Rebel flagship

In one moment

Would you capture morale

Or just let it flip?

Go!

Engines are unsteady, shields weak, hull is heavy

There's lasers on his starship already,  countermeasure confetti

He's nervous, But he's proud Imperial service, locked and ready

To drop bombs, but power to engines he keeps on forgetin

Throttles  down, Tempest squad is here, he wants to make them proud

He tries to boost, but the boost won't come out

He's floatin, how, ships smokin' now

The clocks run out, shields down, over, blaow

Pew Pew from Y-wing, ope there goes gravity

Ope, there goes pilot error, he explodes

He's so mad, but he won't give up that easy? No

He won't rage quit, he knows his squad is against the ropes

It don't matter, he's got new hope, he knows that, but he's in their crosshair scope

He's so valiant, he playing spoiler, when he goes back to his Star Destroyer, that's when it's

Back to the hanger again, yo, this whole galaxy

Better go capture this morale and hope they can attack again

You better prove  yourself to the Emperor's Hammer, the morale



You own it, you better never let it go

You only get one shot, do not miss your chance for that flagship to blow

This is your only opportunity to finally put an end to this Rebel Crime. GO!

You better prove yourself to the Emperor's Hammer , the morale

You own it, you better never let it go

You only get one shot, do not miss your chance for that flagship to blow

This is your only opportunity to finally put an end to this Rebel Crime. GO!

You better

His targets escaping, but he can see its hull is aching

This galaxy is the Emperor's for the taking

Killed another Xwing, as we move towards The First Order

A normal life is borin', but a Tie Pilots close to post mortem

It only grows harder, engine grows hotter

U wing blows up, it's all over, these rebels are all on him

Galaxy pro, he's known as the Ace Pilot

A-wing explodes, Force only knows, he's grown farther from a clone, No, I am your father

He going in,  barley enough time for this slaughter

But focus shields to your nose 'cause here comes the the hot water

These Rebels don't want him no mo', scared of his rockets

They moved on to farm the AI, but he nose dives and mutters "prepare to die"

He remembers his training,  and what he was told. Just gotta get free of this stranglehold,  but the
bomb goes on

Da-da-dum, da-dum, da-da, Boom

You better prove yourself to the Emperor's Hammer , the morale

You own it, you better never let it go

You only get one shot, do not miss your chance for that flagship to blow

This is your only opportunity to finally put an end to this Rebel Crime. GO!

You better prove yourself to the Emperor's Hammer , the morale



You own it, you better never let it go

You only get one shot, do not miss your chance for that flagship to blow

This is your only opportunity to finally put an end to this Rebel Crime. GO!

You better

No more games, I'ma charge in now with all my rage

Tear this freakin roof off like two Rathtars caged

I was playin' in the beginnin', now  the morales all changed

I been queued up and sent out and back to the defending stage

But I kept fightin cause I'm a proud Imperial Lifer

Best believe somebody's payin' back to the Great Empire

All the pain inside amplified by the

Fact that I can't get by with my b-line and

Dive and I can't provide the right type of loadout to

Support  for my squad  'cause man, these dang

Glory points can't unlock components on Tie Fighters

And Tie Defender nice too, but they are no Tie Vipers

Sharp as a knife and this time coming in fast

And Im drifting even harder tryna get free, boost it all to my top speed, plus

Being so elusive, caught up between asteroids and Rebels, now it's time to get abusive

Tie Defender  striking like a mamba,  Rebels know this is too much,

Flagship shields are almost out, firing in hot , ion rocket hits its clean,  never a doubt.

Shields finally down, Gotten me the chance to exploit. I'm giving it all I got

I'm  an Ace  pilot or else by now I be  dead or shot

Victory is my only option, failure's not

Emperor, I owe you, but this Rebel Flagships  got to go, I cannot be just like an AI bot

So here I go, it's  my final shot

Fleet, fail me not, Rebel Flagship Destroyed!!! Imperial Victory, This is why we fought!

You better prove yourself to the Emperor's Hammer , the morale



You own it, you better never let it go

You only get one shot, do not miss your chance for that flagship to blow

This is your only opportunity to finally put an end to this Rebel Crime. GO!

You better prove yourself to the Emperor's Hammer , the morale

You own it, you better never let it go

You only get one shot, do not miss your chance for that flagship to blow

This is your only opportunity to finally put an end to this Rebel Crime. GO!

You better

We can do anything that our Emperor's sets his mind to, man.


